In this paper, we present a procedure to solve this
INTRODUCTION
Rational B Splines (NURBS). But we chose Rhino for this conversion process because it supports a wide range At the U.S. Army Tank-automotive and Armaments of input and output formats.
Command (TACOM), engineers use the commercial computer aided design (CAD) program Mechanical
The OBJ to Facet Converter, the other key program in the Desktop to design ground vehicles as 3 dimensional conversion process, was written in C and Borland solids. Mechanical Desktop, a product of AutoDesk, C++Builder to run under Windows. The program can be offers the vehicle designer a host of features to facilitate either command line driven or launched from a Windows the design process and to produce useful output. For graphical user interface. Computer memory sets the only example, Mechanical Desktop can transform a solid limit on the size of the files that can be converted. model into a fully dimensioned AutoCAD drawing for use in the machine shop.
To handle the assignment of material codes, the user must split a vehicle into separate files for each material. Figure   If we could use this geometric description to predict a 2 illustrates the process of converting the separate files vehicle's radar signature with Xpatch, then we could and recombining them into an Xpatch vehicle file. avoid the time and labor required to duplicate manually the description of the vehicle. Moreover, using the same geometry description would ensure precise configuration control. Mechanical Desktop, however, does not produce a geometry file that can be fed directly into Xpatch to predict radar signatures.
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DTANK: AN EXAMPLE OF THE CONVERSION PROCESS
The conversion of DTANK, an example geometry, highlights the features of the conversion process. The file is now ready for input to Xpatch. Figure 11 shows a synthetic aperture radar image of DTANK generated by Xpatch from the converted file.
CONCLUSIONS
The process described here can convert geometries created in Mechanical Desktop into Xpatch compatible facet files. Future improvements might include removing internal facets.
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